
October 2019 Newsletter 

 

Thank you all for your continued interest in my research. This newsletter continues in the 
same theme as the last with updates in the variety of areas that I have listed below.  

1. Earth Energy news  
 
A couple of incidences have occurred this month which I feel I need to draw your 
attention to. As some of you will know, I have produced a first ever classification of 
Leylines, Earth Energies and Nodes and I split Earth Energies into two groups based 
on their underlying nature. One being more closely linked to Electromagnetic 
energies; the other low frequency sound energies. In the former group we find the 
Hartmann/ Curry lines and the Benker lines. These are very common and the lines 
are found to form a grid pattern across the landscape. The H/C grid are lines with are 
only a few inches in width and which are spaced out by around a meter apart from 
each other. This distance varies slightly though and you can find the grid in a tighter 
denser pattern in some areas and in other areas the lines are all slightly wider apart 
and the grid is less dense. The same is true for the slightly wider lines that make up 
the Benker Grid. These lines are about 7-10 meters apart and can be around 2-4 feet 
in width.  
 
These Benker lines are therefore also quite common and it is fairly often you will find 
them running though where people live. Ordinarily, in the past, most people have 
lived on these lines reasonably well. Where these lines cross over though, intensifies 
the electromagnetic energies in that area, and this is where some difficulties have 
arisen. Two things have changed though recently. Firstly, these energies have 
increased in power due to changes in the lowering of the magnetic field of the Earth 
and the Sun and secondly, the sensitivity of people is increasing due to the increasing 
cosmic energy we are receiving.  



The two incidences I have come across in the last few weeks came when I have been 
checking people’s homes in my location checks (https://roryduff.com/location-check/). 

In each case there has been an intersection of these Benker lines in the bedroom 
and in both cases the people sleeping there have been suffering from chronic pain 
and illness. You can get away with sleeping on these intersections occasionally 
(except if you are very sensitive) but the problems come when you sleep on these 
energies for a few months or more.  
 
This is actually quite a well-known problem amongst geobiologists who do these 
home checks for their customers and the solutions are fairly simple in most cases – 
moving the position of a bed is one and putting certain crystals on the intersections 
also helps as it disseminates the concentration of energies and spreads them out 
into the room so the effect is much lessened.  
 
However the new learn for me recently was one other side effect which should give 
much cause for concern. It seems that if you are unaware of these energies, the 
body has a built in mechanism to stop as much of this adverse energy getting into 
the body as possible. It seems the body has a natural built in form of self-defence.  
 
This might seem all well and good and that you are getting a natural form of 
protection. There is a downside though. It seems now that, where a body has 
blocked bad energy coming up from the Earth and into them, an energy blockage 
results that also blocks all energy coming up and into them. 
 
This is now very serious when it comes to self-healing and meditation. We need 
good energies to get into our bodies – both from above us and from below us. This 
happens subconsciously and also consciously when we meditate. However we may 
well be unaware of any of these natural energy blockages that have been put in 
place and why they have occurred. If we have no idea of how they occur, clearing a 
blockage will only be short term because as soon as we go back to sleep on these 
Benker line intersections, the blockage will return.  
 
Even the effectiveness of meditation can be impaired to the extent that we think we 
can be drawing energy in and sending it out into others and to the World when, in 
reality, all we end up doing is sending energy out and depleting our own stores of 
energy.  
 
This is a classic early healer problem. New Healers are often drained by their work as 
they have not yet learnt to fully open their channels to allow energy freely in and 
then out to do the work that they have every good intention of doing. (Note to all 



new or ‘wannabee’ Healers – do not send energy into Tumours – it helps them 
grow). 
 
So if in doubt, check it out. 
 
Onto something more positive now -as you know I have been mapping the major 
lines in the USA. These last two weeks, I have been requested to look into the 
Sedona region of Arizona. Many who go there, and those who live there, report just 
how much energy is found there.  
 
Curious about this, and as the major lines I was mapping were heading in that 
direction, I decided to look into it in more detail. My first surprise were that no type 
4 or type 5 lines actually run through the central Sedona region. The type 5 Emperor 
Dragons I knew where not heading that way, but I did expect the St Michael and St 
Mary type lines (The type 4’s) to be running through the region. Investigating further 
I began to see why.  
 
The region is known for its Vortexes and as I was soon to learn, these are no ordinary 
places where Energy lines intersect. What is normally found with common strong 
intersections is that they are symmetrical in that they have equal pairs of different 
types of lines all crossing over in one point. These naturally have vortexes within 
them when each group of lines come into harmony.  
 
There are however a few times when just lines, from one particular group of lines 
only, all cross over each other. In other words – just type 1 lines, or just type 2 lines.  
 
These are a much rarer occurrence and when you do find these places, you get a 
very different feeling when you meditate on them. It seems that the main Vortexes 
in Sedona are all like this. In terms of my classification of Nodes into just Symmetrical 
and Asymmetrical, I feel there is now a further classification in a sub category of 
symmetrical nodes which can be called Large Vortexes. These are not the same 
though as the smaller vortexes we find within normal nodes that form when the 
individual flow directions in the bands become neutral and naturally create small 
spirals. These spiral flows are found often, and fleetingly, within large nodes. 
Typically they are also found both inside the stone circles and associated with the 
standing stones themselves and they have a wonderful vertical movement to them 
as well. 
 
Having mapped these energy lines at Sedona and seen how they intersect at the key 
Large Vortex sites, I am very thankful to a lovely lady called Shan that I recently met 
who has ensured me that these maps will reach the right people living in Sedona. For 



more details on these things, how they form, when they form and how to find them, 
you will need to do my dowsing courses. 
 
 

2. Awakening Consciousness news 
 
In a recent Social media post, I discussed Prophecy rock. (This is the image at the 
front of this newsletter). It is a sandstone boulder near the town of Oraibi in the four 
corners area of Arizona. The Hopi legend says that it was etched as a petroglyph as a 
result of a vision an Elder had about the coming end of the fourth age and the 
beginning of a new golden age. I won’t go into it again in detail as you can read the 
post on my social media sites. However it does talk about the fourth age ending with 
a ‘mighty breath of wind’ and a ‘great purification’. Some people will survive this and 
the others will not continue to live in this World – but instead another one. I am not 
wanting to say too much about this at the moment, aside from several very 
connected people each saying to me similar things on what will happen, but I want 
to draw your attention to two things which are different but yet still, I think, are 
actually related. 
 
Both of these two things, I think, are natural reoccurring physical phenomena.  
 
The first is possibly connected to long term cycles of the Sun – probably like mini 
nova’s or large Solar flares.  
 
The second of these two things is a long term cycle of waves of cosmic energy – 
probably connected to a capacitor like discharges in Active Galactic Nucleii. 
 
The timing of these two seems, to me, to be very much connected. The first comes 
when the cosmic super wave hits us and the second comes a little later after a 
resulting reaction between the Sun as the super wave when it hits the Sun. How 
much of a gap in time occurs between the two, I have no idea - maybe a few hours 
or even a day or two.  
 
How physically damaging the reaction from the Sun will be, I also do not know. It 
may be small and short-lived, like a large solar flare, which will only affect the Earth 
facing side of the Sun, or it may be larger, like a mini nova, which will last longer and 
affect a greater area of the Earth.  
 
Being underground for a few months during this maybe seem like a good idea, but 
perhaps also not. This, I think, is the choice that is presented to us in prophecy rock. 
Do we hide underground and miss the cosmic superwave and any solar activity, or 



do we stay on the surface and take in its possible benefits from the huge wave of 
cosmic energy? 
 
It seems we will be hit first by the cosmic super wave. We must remember at this 
point that this super wave has its own Bow shock wave (see post 196). This is already 
being seen, and felt, and we are getting a build-up in the levels of energy now from 
the initial smaller bow shock waves. These smaller waves will build in intensity right 
up to the point when the massive wave hits us. If we learn to cope with these 
smaller waves (like learning to ride the wave), we will be better prepared and 
conditioned for the larger and larger ones right up to the big one.  
 
If the prophecies are right, the main one should hit is in 2024/2025.  
 
The question I want to put to you, and which I would like you to think about, is this:- 
 
What do you think a huge wave of cosmic energy do to our minds if we have 
prepared for it between now and then through group meditation and building 
awareness of the changes that brings? 
 
If you think the answer has a positive outcome and is one that our ancient ancestors 
have been trying to tell us about (Re – A golden age outcome), then what should or 
will you do now?  
 
For me, my work is all about this. We must get more people aware of this so they 
can make this choice themselves. As I wrote earlier, I think this is the same choice 
that we have been shown on Prophecy rock which has been outlined to us in a 
petroglyph.  
 
For that reason alone, I would ask you to share my work with as many people as you 
can. Share the digital pdf of my posts, Share the video links on my website and even 
read my books and recommend them to others.    
 
We must get more people praying and meditating together on key sacred sites on 
key harmony times. That way we will awaken our consciousness and be ready for 
what is coming. 
 
 

3. Science News 
 
Back in my August newsletter, I mentioned about going to a Dynamic Earth 
convention at the University of Bath. I am pleased to say that videos have been now 



produced that cover their amazing findings. Firstly the Safire project video is found 
via this link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTaXfbvGf8E&t=1s  (48mins) 
 
Wal Thornhill and the Thunderbolts project have also done two great videos of their 
achievements – part 1 is here:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FohQsaxf4ho 
(14mins) Part 2 is here:- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7znD0VDhPJU&fbclid=IwAR1cx5b2TEFJKmEVw
41xwWNo5XqM_qn1uJSORqPn-q0cbPBIq0jGMrb_n7s (12mins) 
 
I love the point when Wal says the Sun is ‘not a camp fire in the Sky’ when stating 
that the fusion model of the Sun being a hydrogen reactor has been disproved. 
 
Also in Wal Thornhill’s videos, he pours further scorn on relativity theory and the big 
bang theory. My guess is that he has read the book I gave him on Ron Pearson’s Big 
Breed theory of the creation of the Universe as similar phrases were used in both the 
book and this video. 
 
So why is this all important to us? Well it is all about finding the truth in a World 
where the truth is being deliberately suppressed for a variety of reasons. The main 
one though is to keep those in control and in power – in continual control and 
power. 
 
These breakthroughs mentioned in this video could be a game changer. Having said 
that, one thing we were told at the conference they had found out about, was just 
too hot to put into the video. It hints at it when it talks about the sudden extra 
power output their laboratory model of an Electric Sun. It seems that these 
outbursts of energy (similar to large solar flares and mini nova) actually provide 
more energy out than is actually being put in – work the implications of that out for 
yourselves.   
 
Another reason their work is of interest is that the Electric Universe shows how 
energy can travel along interstellar magnetic bridges between galaxies. Energy in 
Space will and does reach us and this will have an effect on our environment. One of 
these effects will be evidenced via changes in the Energy lines – something we are 
seeing. The other major effect is on our weather. You see our weather is affected by 
changes going on in Space. One example of this is cosmic energy. Look up Professor 
Svensmark and his research on how cosmic energy leads to cloud creation. More 
cosmic energy – more clouds – more cold spells on earth as clouds stop heat from 
the Sun getting to us. 
 
 



4. Social media news  
 
Many of you have now downloaded the digital pdf I have put together that consists 
of my first 200 social media posts – so a big ‘thank you’ for that and to those of you 
who have shared it with your friends. For those of you who have gone further and 
given me positive feedback – thank you too. For those still to download it you can 
find it here:-  
https://roryduff.com/the-geobiologist/ 
 
Sometimes I have no idea where my next post is coming from. It may seem like I plan 
these posts months ahead, but that is not the case. The relevant information just 
seems to come along at the right time. If you intuitively feel you would like to share 
a topic with me though, that you feel I should cover, please do let me know.   
 
 

5. Courses, Seminars, Workshops news 
 
Since my last newsletter, we had our Autumn Equinox World harmony day – as usual 
held the day before the equinox as that is when all the energy lines move into 
harmony. There were over 40 of us at the top of Glastonbury Tor and we were joined 
by people from as far away as Australia – in person and in groups who were 
meditating with us over there. There were several groups doing the same in various 
states around the USA on some of the new lines that have been rediscovered. There 
were also several groups meditating on sacred sites here in the UK and in Europe. It 
may be small numbers so far, but it will make a difference. Over time, it will grow 
and it will then make a huge positive difference to the World – indeed I sometimes 
think that this is now the only thing left that will and can make a positive difference 
with everything that is going on – so please do continue to do these things. 
 
Next one coming is the Winter Solstice. I will be at Stanton Drew stone circle for that 
one. Saturday 21st December – midday wherever you are. As the World spins, the 
wave of energy will build as more groups tune in. 
 
 
The last level 1 dowsing course will be run on the 13th October in Bath. There are still 
a couple of places, so do let me know if you are interested and have any questions.  
 
For anyone who has done any of my dowsing courses, I am also running a special 
dowsing day in and around Avebury stone circle on the Saturday 19th October – just 
sign up on this page https://roryduff.com/dowsing-courses/  It will be limited 



numbers though so it is on a first come first- served basis. We will be touching on 
some higher level dowsing skills which is why it is not for beginners.  
 
For anyone who lives in Florida who is around in early November I am running some 
dowsing workshops for beginners on Sunday 3rd. It will be based in Palm Coast. You 
will need to contact me personally for information on that one and to book on to 
that course. 
 
Also in November on Saturday 9th, I will be running a special Evolution of 
consciousness 1 day workshop in Paterson, New Jersey. I say special because this will 
include new information on the energy line work I have been doing in US. This will 
include revealing the information on the locations of some the type 4 energy line 
that cross over the Atlantic and which enters the States. We already know that 
people have an affinity with locations along an energy line – especially when they 
live close to one. You might be surprised to find where your nearest line can be 
found the other side of the Atlantic and the amazing sites it connects up to. 
 
Again you will need to make contact with me on that workshop as I will then put you 
in touch with the Organisers. 30 places I am told and nearly all of them have been 
pre-booked in one block booking.  
 
A few of you have also contacted me to say you are interested in coming along on 
my Spain trip next year. It will be a party of 8 and I have 5 very keen so far. If I get 
more people I will run two parties over two weeks. Dates are likely to be in July but I 
am waiting confirmation on hotel accommodation. Full information will be up on my 
website though before the end of the year. If you are keen to come along, do email 
me and I will add you to the list. We will be visiting La Bas Tida, the Emperor Dragon 
1st Order node and Caravaca de la Cruz and the Templar window where I will give 
you a full interpretation of all the features and symbols in the chapel. Several other 
sides and workshops and dowsing days will be included in the week. 
 
 
 

6. Book news 
 
I had hoped to release my new novel ‘The Grail Hunter’ during September. However 
with the release of the digital pdf and the extra time it took to put in over 500 
hyperlinks and due to a last minute addition to the cover of the novel, I have delayed 
its release a few days. 
 



What I have now decided to do is to release it just to readers of this newsletter on 
the 1st October. Others will have to wait for a few more weeks. 
 
In addition to this, I would like to ask for your help and in return offer one of you a 
prize for the best review of this book. I would also like to post all reviews on the Grail 
Hunter page of my website. The prize will be a choice of having a free day of dowsing 
with me on one of my level 1 courses in Bath next year or to receive any two of my 
books for free.  All I need is the reviews of the book to be done by the end of 
November.  
 
To order an advance copy of my novel The Grail Hunter please go to this page:- 
https://roryduff.com/the-grailhunter/ 
 
 

7. Extra 
 
It’s already been a long enough newsletter this month – so nothing extra to report 
this time. All the very best and thanks for your time reading this.   
 
 
For discounts off Location checks, Seminars and my Dowsing courses, please click 
here to go to the discount page on my website https://roryduff.com/discount-payment-
page/ 

 
 
 
www.pearsonianspace.com 
 


